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When word reaches the Skylanders of a giant, ancient and deadly weapon, Spyro, Gill Grunt,

Boomer and Eruptor set out to find it before the evil Kaos can get there first. Can Master Eon's

group of heroes use their Elemental powers to save Skylands from The Machine of Doom? Find out

in this hilarious and exciting novel starring the characters from the smash hit video game

'Skylanders: Spyro's Adventure'.
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I saw this book and thought it might interest my son who is a huge fan of video games but rarely

ever reads anything unless he has to. The day that I got it I just set it in his room and forgot about it.

He saw the book after school and picked it up right away to start reading. He was so excited he kept

coming out to tell me about spell punks and other creatures. I have never seen him so excited about

reading before. I hope they make more Skylander books.

Loved it! Before I read this novel, I was really expecting The Machine of Doom to give us some



insight on the characters featured, especially Spyro, and give us an exciting story. And it did! The

story was intriguing and keep me on edge all the way through. I recommend this novel for fans of

the Skylanders series. I hope there will be sequels! :)

My two boys read this book today, and recommend it for fans of Skylanders. They both thought the

book was a great read. Their main complaints were that it was a little short, and Trigger Happy is

not in the book (except for one of the illustrations). It's not available until September in paperback,

so grab it now for Kindle!

I have to say I have not read it, but my 10 year old son has become a reader because of these

Skylader books. I truely don't care how well they are written, anything that gets a non reading 10

year old to not put a book/kindle down, has to be worth the cost!

I'm so happy with the Skylander Books. It gets my son off the video games and into reading more.

Great for school during Independent Reading time in class. Keeps my child's interest and the books

wanting for more. Love it!

Hello. my name is phil and im thirteen. I have reading comprehention and really do not like reading.

But my Sister bought me this book and i started to skim through it a little. Before I knew it I was

reading away, and found my self at the last page in less than 3 days. i recommend reading the 1st

book than 2nd than 3rd in order if you really want to understand the story

I loved Skylanders: The Machine of Doom. It was an excellent addition to my Skylanders collection.

It was very funny at some times, and very serious at some times. At the end it says "THE END?" so

possibly there may be a sequel. If the sequel comes out, I'll definitely get it! :D

According to my son, the avid reader, this book is totally awesome. All things Skylanders Universe

are generally a go at our house. This book is no exception.For discerning parents, my son is

particularly sensitive to scary and gory material. He did not find any content in this book to be

especially unsettling.
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